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August 01, 2017
Dear Govind
M: 9900063216
govindvalmikki@gmail.com
Thank you for trusting my wisdom in Numerology. Following report is
based on the birth details provide by you and your corrected FULL NAME
Govind Valmikki Shandilya. Read the report several times,
comprehend and live up to it.
Feel free to call me any number of times, if you need more clariﬁcation
on this report. You must use the new FULL NAME as far as possible.
Important and Urgent Remedies Suggested

Wear Natural Yellow Sapphire (3-6 carats) in a gold ring with Open
Back setting in the right hand index ﬁnger.
Start using your corrected name Govind Valmikki Shandilya
immediately. Get the aﬃdavit done asap. Use your FULL NAME
always.

Call Kuberan Srihari Sonal Shandilya on 8197366626 for your
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Gemstone purchase and getting the ring made to order.
--------------------------------------Rest of the report is based on the new corrected name: Govind
Valmikki Shandilya. It is important that you print this report and get it
wiro bound so that it will be easy to read and understand. Reading this
report several times will help you understand better.

~Govind Valmikki Shandilya
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Do You have what it takes to be Super Successful?

You are well motivated to recognize and the advantage of your
opportunities with relative ease. You make the most of the experiences
which come your way.
You are usually on the lookout for ways to best develop yourself,
ways to satisfy your inner desires. Your environment probably reinforces
your motivations to allow them full play. Therefore, you are apt to ﬁnd
much growth in the satisfaction of your inner urges.
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Congratulations, you have an eﬀective balance of opportunities and
natural abilities. You have the potential to take advantage of the
opportunities presented with relative ease, to make the most of the
experiences which come your way.
Your natural abilities will probably ﬁnd ample ﬁeld for expression. The
environment will allow your talents to be displayed and appreciated. As
your capabilities ﬁnd the opportunities to expand to meet their potential,
your development will progress in a manner which may bring you much
satisfaction.
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Congratulations, I notice that you have an eﬀective balance of
Opportunities and motivations in your life. You are well motivated to
recognize and the advantage of your opportunities with relative ease.
You make the most of the experiences which come your way.
You are usually on the lookout for ways to best develop yourself,
ways to satisfy your inner desires. Your environment probably reinforces
your motivations to allow them full play. Therefore, you are apt to ﬁnd
much growth in the satisfaction of your inner urges.
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Expression
Read it as what you must do. It is never read as what you are.
Enjoy it and live up to it.

Once you start using you new/corrected name, you will discover that you
must stand for all that is ﬁne, philanthropic, charitable and beautiful.
Make music, art, romance, drama, color, ideality, and perfection the
standards of your life. By your presence, thought, and ways of doing
things you can change the ordinary into lovely.
You will have ample opportunities and life will give you many gifts. To
keep them for yourself, you must represent all that is ﬁne, true and
generous to the world.
Love, tolerance, compassion, understanding, and generosity are the
keynotes to your success and happiness. You must learn to express
forgiveness for one and all. Without it you may meet many experiences
and tests where you might even seem to fail.
Learn that true love is service to the many rather than to the one. Then
whatever you desire in love and companionship will come to you. To cling
to personal love, possessions, and power might be to lose all. Yet when
you express love as a Divine Law, you will receive greater love than you
have ever dreamed of.
There is a tremendous power wrapped up in your nature which you can
#470, 2nd Flr, 13th Cross, above Apollo Pharmacy, Indiranagar II Stage, Bangalore-38
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turn on to warm the hearts of humanity. Learn to live true to your
Destiny of love, service, and the brotherhood of man. Dramatize life—not
the sorrowful, but the beautiful. This will put you in command of the best
the world has to oﬀer.
Field of Opportunities:
There is no real limitation of place or opportunity for you unless you
make it so by careless living. People in all walks of life will help and
admire you. You too can help them when you train your mind to universal
thought.
Writers, artists, designers, painters, orators, ambassadors and religionists
must be among your friends. Physicians and lawyers would also make in
your friend list. Even those in the lower walks of life must know your
generosity.
Do not allow popularity to go to your head at any time. Always be
impersonal. Weakness of purpose, or too worldly life are bad for you. It
could cause you to miss the thrill of participating in molding the hearts
and minds of humanity.
Lucky colors: Make the expression of your personality colorful. Do not
be drab or colorless in your dress or environment. Wear red, carmine,
lavender, olive, straw & smoke while at work.
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Hearts Desire
Your Secret Thoughts and Wishes | What you really like to BE and DO

With the new name comes the new way of being. You are deeply
compassionate and impressionable. You love beauty and harmony and
are capable of an impersonal attitude of mind. If life permitted, you
would love to help the whole world.
Your ideals are high and you have a tremendous power to inﬂuence
others for good. Having a high sense of perfection you are often
discouraged when you fail to ﬁnd your ideals in others. You must
consciously disallow these moods to continue. When you aspire to Divine
love you can touch the cosmic mind and heart with your ﬁne and warm
soul.
Your deep and intuitive understanding enables you to reach the hearts of
people. Through expressing love compassion, tolerance and philanthropy
you become one of the chosen persons of the earth. This means that
forgiveness, patience, and sympathy, even for the lowest, must always
ﬂower in your heart.
You are essentially emotional. Many times you are torn to pieces by your
feelings and struggle between your higher self and personal desires &
ambitions. You strive to reach the goal of beauty, love, and service. You
can inspire ideals in others and lift them to great heights of perfection.
#470, 2nd Flr, 13th Cross, above Apollo Pharmacy, Indiranagar II Stage, Bangalore-38
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When you allow yourself to become involved in emotions, you can cause
confusion in the lives of these who love you.
Learn to control your own emotions, for they can ruin you or make you
too sensitive for your own good. Follow the beauty of your own soul and
focus on creative endeavor of universal nature. You are a dreamer of
dreams.
Should you lose faith in yourself or in life, or be afraid to stand up for
your ideals, you could be very unhappy. Stop being disappointed. You too
have a timid, vacillating side to your nature.

You are naturally generous and forgiving, and desirous of doing well in
the world. You may impulsively enter into associations and undertakings
without complete understanding and ﬁnd yourself imposed upon.
Wear a lot of color, especially the pastel shades, if you want to attract
friends.
Love Aﬀairs: You have a compassionate heart. You are romantic and
capable of great intensity in love. However romance can quickly fade if
your mate is of unaesthetic nature, for you abhor the unlovely,
discordant, and inharmonious. Live up to your ideals. You enjoy the
praise of loved one and fellow men sometimes trying to be the halefellow-well-met, neglecting your personal love until you are about to lose
#470, 2nd Flr, 13th Cross, above Apollo Pharmacy, Indiranagar II Stage, Bangalore-38
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it. When you ﬁnd your true love, you are the dream lover and companion.
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Personality
With the new name This is how others will perceive you

You have an impressive and aristocratic bearing. No matter how tall you
are, you appear noble and upright. You are very much in control of the
image you send out to others. Many actors, dancers, and other
performers, have a 9 personality number. You are elegant, graceful and
charismatic. Many admire you.
You have a kind of stature that pulls people to you or repels them
intensely. Some are jealous of you, and may seek to belittle you. You
may encourage this to some extent by the amount of arrogance you
radiate. You are sometimes aloof and hold yourself above the world.
Your challenge is to come down to earth with your fellow man.
Conversely, you have a great compassion for humanity, and you want to
dedicate yourself to improving the lot of others.
You are better when dealing with the trials of many than the troubles of a
single person. You are more capable of working on the grand scale,
addressing the needs of society, than on a one-to-one basis.
You are kind, sympathetic, helpful, and compassionate. Behind the
controlled and calm facade, you are sensitive, vulnerable and emotional.
You have excellent taste. There is a good deal of artistic talent in you
#470, 2nd Flr, 13th Cross, above Apollo Pharmacy, Indiranagar II Stage, Bangalore-38
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that shows in your home environment and in your clothing.
You tend to see yourself as a guardian of society; a benevolent leader,
guiding and directing your community towards a better world.
You must never wear black, but you often do, feeling well dressed
according to fashion in black. You are all-inclusive and gain through the
use of color in business and as the expression of the personality. A
"good-fellow" manner is your characteristic and you gain many friends
through a warm and generous manner.
You can look young a long time if care is taken of skin and attention
given to the posture.
You may cultivate careless dress, for you want to be comfortable. You
can inﬂuence others because of your pleasing manner, but you can be
distant and abstract when not interested.
You sometimes appear to lack in forcefulness and attraction, although
you have a magnetic Personality.
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Subconscious Self
The conﬁdence you have in Personal Power and Competence.
Your ability to deal with sudden events and situations.

This implies no Karmic Lessons.
You have the ability to deal with all types of situations. Paradoxically you
can be aloof, and perhaps indiﬀerent and arrogant. Having done
everything at least once, you are rather bored with life. You have a
tendency to generalize and bring the whole to every part. You are too
impersonal to be greatly concerned.
Although you may think of yourself as considerate of others--even to the
extreme--you may in fact, be too self conscious to perceive the messages
others are sending out.
The ability to read situations or people properly requires that you
become less self-conscious, and less inhibited. You may fail to see the
need to be alert to the possible pitfalls of the situation. You may have
trouble with relationships simply because you misread others. Perhaps
too much of yourself is being projected upon situations or people.
You back down quickly in an argument and can be "bluﬀed" out of your
own opinion. You have a critical viewpoint and are interested slightly in
everything, but violently in nothing. In a crisis, you are philosophical and
resigned.
#470, 2nd Flr, 13th Cross, above Apollo Pharmacy, Indiranagar II Stage, Bangalore-38
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Hidden Passion
The strong trait of your personality that is guiding your life.

The 4 Hidden Passion is systematic and organised, and there are few
goals out of your reach. You have determination, perseverance, and selfdescipline.
You are percieved as solid as a rock and just as reliable. Your family and
friends have faith in you and your ability to care for them.
You identify with work, and can be very unhappy if you are in a job you
do not love. You have a sharp eye for details. You enjoy the security and
steadiness of schedules. You do not like the unexpected.
You are practical and realistic. You are also concerned about the welfare
of your community.
You love nature and the beauty and eﬃciency that characterises natural
law. You have sound judgment and understanding when it comes to
estimating the value of a plan or the feasibility of an enterprise. You have
good concentration.
Your family and home are very important to you. Your love runs deep and
is extremely loyal and protective. Those who have many 4s - four or
more - in their names or in prominent places in their chart must guard
against becoming obsessed with details, and becoming rigid, narrow#470, 2nd Flr, 13th Cross, above Apollo Pharmacy, Indiranagar II Stage, Bangalore-38
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minded, and boring.
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First Vowel
A window to your deeper self

Short & Receptive&mdash as in Govind, Gomati, Olive, Donald,
John, etc
Protected Harmonizer

You may aﬃrm and picture what you want and succeed in attaining it
through concentration, absorption, rest, poise, repose, hidden beauty
and power. You are often bound to the dogmatic and traditional values.
The desire for personal power may obscure your mentality. You have a
strong and unbending will, but yields completely if at all. You attract grief
through matrimony.
You are sympathetic but re-strained, emotional but balanced, do the best
work at night. Suited to surgery and healing.

Responsible.
Gives service to others; family, friends, close community.
Attracts situations requiring much in the way of adjustment.
Sometimes, can create balance; at other times, contributes to
imbalance.
Conservative. Traditional.
#470, 2nd Flr, 13th Cross, above Apollo Pharmacy, Indiranagar II Stage, Bangalore-38
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Extremely protected. Extremely self-contained. Secretive.
Extremely emotional, but only some of the feelings arc displayed.

You are emotional, sympathetic, enduring, and protective. You often
create images of disharmony and unpleasantness. When negative, you
are despondent and fault-ﬁnding.
Too many O's in your name incline to slowness, obstinacy and pigheadedness.
As a ﬁrst vowel it is apt to cause delay and slowness in decisions and
movements.
The planetary ruler of O is Jupiter; O aﬀects the circulation and often
produces stasis.
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Corner Stone
The way you approach Opportunities and Obstacles in life.

YOUR "Cornerstone" is the ﬁrst letter of your ﬁrst name. This is the ﬁrst
vibratory inﬂuence that contacts you.
The corner stone gives an indication of the way you approach
opportunities and obstacles. It suggests a natural inclination and
viewpoint as related to material experience. It can have a restricting,
stabilizing, vitalizing or debilitating eﬀect upon your entire life,
depending on its characteristics and nature. Thus, it is one of the main
considerations when contemplating a change of name.
Corner Stone G: Reserved Thinker with Most willpower
You are inclined towards religion and spirituality. You are apt to be
self-searching, analytical and a deep thinker. You will practice until
perfect. Because of your analytical abilities and desire for perfection,
you become good author, scientist, occult or spiritual master.
You are conservative and prefer quality to quantity. You speak
beautifully, reﬂect on your words, speak little and say much.
You are not an outgoing type, you prefer to be alone. You keep your
own counsel and can be secretive. You work best alone and must
not go into partnership.
You are more concerned with self than others. You are reserved,
#470, 2nd Flr, 13th Cross, above Apollo Pharmacy, Indiranagar II Stage, Bangalore-38
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opinionated, and strong willed. You want to solve hidden meanings
and want to understand people's motives.
Peace is necessary to you; time alone to think, to rest and to
balance out your energies.
When negative, you will appear to be cold and unaﬀectionate. As a
result you are often misunderstood and may really be lonely.
When negative, you can be very critical, sarcastic, aloof, even
morbid, and use hurtful words. You can be nervous or crafty. You
can also be easily hurt. When spiritually matured, you are looked up
to for your will power and wisdom. You reﬂect on the deeper values
and in your own way will uplift and inspire mankind with your
wisdom.
You are very mental. You have a strong willpower and
determination. Your vision and imagination may make you quite
wealthy. You are methodical, disciplined and orderly, but you can
also act quickly when opportunities arise. You may well be
clairvoyant.
Your reserved and introspective manner causes misunderstanding
with others. You may get lost in dreams. You need ﬁrmer grounding
in and understanding of reality.
You works best alone and often feel lonely. You do not respond
readily to aﬀection. You give little aﬀection. Though, you have much
willpower and keen mind, you are often anxious and lacking
conﬁdence. You are given to thought and meditation. You enjoy
#470, 2nd Flr, 13th Cross, above Apollo Pharmacy, Indiranagar II Stage, Bangalore-38
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analysis of fundamentals, philosophical speculation.
You are willing to work hard for what you believe in. You probably
have a stubborn streak. You are an intellectually active person with
loads of drive and the ability to make things happen. You are a
visionary, and this could beneﬁt you ﬁnancially down the line. You
think on your feet, even though you prefer to be very systematic.
You may even feel psychic sometimes.
Answers are found within. Highly intelligent, you are motivated and
have the eagerness to get things started. You are a goal setter, and
tend to have a clear ability to see what you want to have happen in
the future and make it occur.
You think in an orderly fashion, and you do it while you are on the
go, making you productive and eﬃcient. You may think ahead of
yourself at times. You are an independent person with a strong work
ethic.
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Growth Number
The energy that helps expand your development along the Life Path.

You are a visionary, and you focus on the large picture. You must aim for
success with balance in the material world. You must treat the
achievement of money, status and power as a means to the end of
achieving understanding and pleasure. Recognize that money, status and
power are only one means of achieving this end, but they are signiﬁcant
means and must not be ignored.
Learn to accumulate money, to handle money and to spend money.
Learn to avoid the pressure of needing more money than is comfortably
available.
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Balance Number
The way you deal with diﬃcult or threatening situations.

Be more lighthearted and optimistic in your approach to problems. Try to
work with others towards mutually satisfying solution. Use your
considerable charm to inﬂuence the situation.
You can be extremely emotional when faced with a problem. Try to
control this tendency; you need a degree of objectivity. You may become
too personally attached to the solution you seek, thus failing to see that
the outcome can be beneﬁcial to all concerned.
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Life Path
Your Character and Natural Abilities
Material Satisfaction

You are the executive type and have splendid powers of organization, at
home and out in the world. This places you among those who organize,
coach, supervise, direct, and govern aﬀairs.
You are capable of taking charge of things and are ambitious, energetic
and eﬃcient. You are capable of judging people and situations with a fair
mind. It gives you authority, recognition, position and power in social,
professional and business world.
You have a philosophical turn of mind, and wonderful powers of selfcontrol. You have the courage and energy to repeat your eﬀorts until you
reach your goal.
You must be at the head of large undertakings, business and professional
activities. Small, narrow, routine life does not bring out your strength and
eﬃciency. In fact, an emergency or need does much to bring out your
real character and force of initiative.
Your success in life comes from organizing endeavors and plans helpful
to many people.
You must learn the satisfactions of the material world and the power
#470, 2nd Flr, 13th Cross, above Apollo Pharmacy, Indiranagar II Stage, Bangalore-38
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which comes with its mastery. You will be involved in practical, down-toearth work. Use your ambitions, organizational ability, and eﬃcient
approach to carve a niche for yourself.
You will be concerned and involved with money. You will also learn the
power that comes with its proper manipulation. You will be concerned
with material things, desirous of obtaining the best and most comfortable
for yourself. You will be concerned with status—your own status
measured against the status of others. With growth and development,
you will learn to achieve the power you desire.
You have the ability to inspire others to greater eﬀort. You can do things
for yourself and the world in a spectacular and valuable manner. At one
hand, you are capable of mastering the hardest problems, through a faith
in spiritual and philosophical law. On the other hand you are highly
commercial, material in thought and interested only in ﬁnancial gain.
Your best success comes when you strike a balance between these two
seemingly opposite nature.
It is very easy for you to lose your way. You may be so immersed in
attainment of material possessions that you will forget that they are just
the means to the ends. All too often, this lesson is lost or confused.
If the material freedom, once achieved, does not provide pleasure, you
have not mastered the lesson. If the power, once achieved, is misused,
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you are oﬀ the track. You must learn, not only to achieve your goals, but
to maintain a sense of proportion about those goals. Only when you are
able to do this, will you be in a position to grow and develop.
Sometimes you strain, strive, think too much of money. And use much
energy doing things that wear you out, driving love and business away
instead of attracting them. Avoid striving so hard.
Just make sure your judgment is good and take time to do things well.
Then your natural executive ability will take you to the top. This
judgment is the keynote to your position and authority. It would place
you at the head of business and broad professional enterprise.
Key Characteristics
Ambitious and self-conﬁdent; eﬃcient and energetic; and capable of
organizing and administrating.
Capable of taking charge and giving direction, even inspiring others.
Dependable and good at judging character. You are aware of others
and their relation to yourself and your goals.
You are realistic and practical. Don't fool yourself with daydreams or
fantasies.
You have a tendency to rigidity or stubbornness.
Being strongly goal-oriented and so aware of reality, it is diﬃcult for
you to see approaches beside your own.
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Even if you are aware of your rigidity, it still takes much work to
over-come.
Negative Qualities
When negative you may pursue your goals of money, status and
power with high intensity and single-mindedness. And although you
may achieve your ends, you will ﬁnd little pleasure in the journey or
the attainment.
You may misuse power, become in-tolerant of others, be faced with
much resentment and hostility. Sometimes, you will be afraid to take
the risks involved in asserting yourself. You will feel limited and
dissatisﬁed.
You will have to achieve a higher level of self-conﬁdence before
making your presence known.
Suitable Vocation
You ﬁnd success along any line of work demanding organization;
opportunity through printing, publishing, correspondence, editing,
exploring, civil government, supervising, coaching and regulating
general business and ﬁnance;
Real estate, property, selling, exchange.
games, sports, athletic activities, archaeology
drama, music, pipe organ
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intelligence service, nurse, care of mental hospitals and institutions
Character analyst, judge, lawyer, historian, writer, and all lines of
governmental activity, statistical and research departments,
eﬃciency expert.
Wear opal, canary, or tan while you work.
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Bridge Numbers
Making the Relationship between Core Numbers work for you.

Bridge Number 5(8-3): The need to be more ﬂexible and adaptable is
required. Be willing to go out on a limb; be adventurous and
unconventional.
The combination of the business-minded, goal-oriented, determined, and
visionary 8, and the playful, creative, outgoing, and happy-go-lucky 3 is
unstable.
Your strength lies in using your creative talents in a business-oriented
manner. Your weakness is your tendency to suppress your creativity in
favor of career and business. This can make you overly cautious and slow
to make decisions.
Bridge Number 1: You should rely more on your own strength and
abilities. Be more decisive; don't beat around the bush; and be
straightforward when expressing your thoughts and feelings. You need to
take charge more often. Get oﬀ the beaten path and ﬁnd original ways of
doing things. Do not try to be conventional, or try so hard to behave
according to the expectations of others.
Bridge Number 6(9-3)
This Bridge can only be built through service, more involvement with
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family and community aﬀairs, and a greater sense of responsibility. You
should also allow your creativity to ﬂow more freely.
This is a very creative combination. You are an artist at heart, and you
must live according to that. The diﬃculty here is in the suppressive of
talents, and the lack of serious application. The bright side reveals a true
gift to inspire and motivate large groups of people.
Bridge Number 0: A 0 bridge number indicates that you have at least
two core numbers alike. This is considered fortunate, and an opportunity
to make real progress in the areas of life expressed by the repeated
number. For example, if you have a 7 Life path as well as a Expression
number, intellectual and spiritual growth are particularly strong in your
chart.
However, if you have three or more identical core numbers, the balance
may be oﬀ. Three 7s for instance, will make a person withdrawn and
solitary, someone who has diﬃculty accepting his feeling or those of
others.
The challenge here is to ﬁnd balance. If you have three or more identical
core numbers, study the meaning of this number and ask yourself if you
are excessive in its characteristics or—and this is quite common—if you
have turned away from this number completely.
The worst possible scenario is of a single number dominating the chart
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(for example, when 40 percent or more of the letters in the name
represent the same number) so that the person absorbs all the negative
aspects of the number. I would advise the person to work at embracing
the neglected characteristics, or, in the extreme, even to consider a
name change.
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Maturity
Your Final Attainment.

At maturity after the age of 30, you will grow in success and ﬁnancial
reward. You will ﬁnd yourself deepening your commitment to your work.
You will ﬁnd it easier to overcome diﬃculties that manifest in your path.
Your capacity to use power will grow. You will be recognized as a pillar of
inﬂuence and dependability within your community. You will have to be
strong and self-disciplined to avoid sudden painful material losses.
Beware of an inﬂated ego, the surest symptom of an eminent fall.
However, a certain degree of detachment from material success is
required to remain focused on the higher values of mankind. Otherwise,
it will rule your personality and make money an obsession. One of your
important motivations must be a desire to build, create or market in
order to simply enjoy the game of business.
Your wisdom and sheer common sense are recognized by many and will
attract important positions. It is possible that you will be given
responsibility for the care and management of other people's property.
You may also be asked to guide large institutions.
You will have to guard against selﬁshness, accumulation for the sake of
status and greed.
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Maturity Number 8 with Strong Similar Energy:
At maturity at around 32 years of age, there's likely to be a re-evaluation
of the satisfactions obtained with the material freedom and power that
has been achieved. This mid-life appraisal is apt to focus on
Whether the current vocation or the position in the current vocation
meets your needs for money, power and status. or
Your maturity may involve a new relation to the material world
because of the growth of children, divorce, separation or new
feelings about yourself and your earning power. or
Previous material satisfactions may no longer be available because
of a decreased income, or
Additional material satisfactions may become available due to your
own business acumen.
At this time in the life, you are likely to revise at least some attitudes and
actions in regard to material freedom in order to achieve deeper
satisfaction along with a better control of the life.
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Table of Intensity
Specialized Traits and Points of Intensiﬁcation in your Character
Meaning of four 1's in your full name

As Prime Intensiﬁer: It is important for you to follow own bent and
get your needs met. If you have diﬃculty getting needs met you are
likely to be frustrated.
You are self-centered—own interests are strong and must be
satisﬁed.

You exhibit much courage; often in face of great diﬃculties. You
have potential to use original ideas and leadership for positive ends.
However, it is likely to be stiﬂed by self-centered lack of awareness.
Sometimes, domination is accomplished by being weak and helpless
and needing aid from others.
Meaning of two 2's in your full name

You are highly emotional, adaptable, helpful and most considerate of
others. You have a cooperative and friendly nature. You deeply
desire a companionship. Being very sensitive—as a child and young
adult—you are apt to be shy and retiring.
You can express in a tactful, diplomatic manner in most situations
and bring others together in harmony and agreement easily. This
could become a business asset for you.
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You are good at working with the detailed arrangements of lovely
and delicate things.
You have an excellent sense of timing and rhythm and talent for
dancing or music.
You have an interest in history and activities having to do with the
past and the cultural development of people and races may mean
success for you.
You must work to resolve feelings of subservience, inferiority
complex and/or an inner fear of people.
Meaning of two 3's in your full name

You are imaginative, enthusiastic and creative. You can express the
ideas, and feelings in words—written or spoken. You like to do big
things. You can visualize the end from the beginning. You are a
happy person and at the same time, give a great deal of selfimportance and personal feeling.
Meaning of four or more 4's in your full name

4 as Prime Intensiﬁer: Practical, organized approach, ability to
concentrate and work hard, capability at detail and routine are likely
to be among the most obvious strong traits.
Practical and organized approach, ability to concentrate and work
hard, capability at detail and routine are among most obvious strong
traits of your personality.
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You have a tremendous impetus for hard work and organization,
which provides a foundation for signiﬁcant accomplishment of work
through practical approach.
The work may appear to be menial or below your apparent ability,
but you are likely to be content or comfortably rationalize the work.
You have an excellent power of concentration, the ability to
understand details, to build, put ideas into form and to establish
practices of supporting and lasting nature.
You can appraise, estimate, and know values and the worth of
material almost instinctively.
You can maintain and sustain the needed order and system
meticulously and systematically.
The in-laws are the pleasure and the problem in your life.
Meaning of two 5's in your full name

You have ﬁxed ideas about how the life should be. You are not easily
adaptable to changes.
You probably approach situations with already made up mind and
don't appreciate lessons to be learned from situations encountered.
As a result you have very limited understanding of others.
You dislike the crowds and desire to be left alone—limiting your
experience because of fears, insecurities or rigid approach. You may
be afraid to face the world in an aggressive manner.
You continue to stay with situations or people long after
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productiveness has been exhausted.
You must develop adaptability, avoid rigidity and impulsiveness.
Learn to rise above your feelings of weaknesses.
Meaning of one '6' in your full name

You love home and the beautiful, luxuries and comfortable things of
life.
You seek to give love, comfort, service and happiness to others.
You have a keen sense of right and wrong, and willingness to take
responsibility.
You are a humanitarian, an idealist, a teacher, interested in welfare
work and children.
Meaning of two 7's in your full name

As Prime Intensiﬁer: This is a very Rare Occurrence. It gives you
an Excellent Mind, Scientiﬁc or Mathematical Abilities and Unusual
viewpoint likely to be among most obvious strong traits.
You have an intense gift of discernment and the desire for proof,
indicating a scientiﬁc, technical turn of mind.
You like mathematics or work with ﬁgures, charts, and laboratory
research.
With your tendency to analyze, to question and to look under the
surface with intuitive perceptions and a sense of perfection you are
a very hard nut to convince about anything without a strong
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scientiﬁc or logical base.
You are suitable for taking up jobs that require proof, analysis, and
research, technical, scientiﬁc or mathematical ability.
You are a reserved type and would love to work alone.
You do not like others interference in your work.
You would like to spend time in meditation and there can be an
interest in occult or spiritual work.
You may appear diﬃcult to approach. This may create diﬃculties in
your relationship with your spouse unless you speciﬁcally enroll your
spouse into your need of being left alone for long time to delve into
the unknown.
If uneducated, you could be involved in wrong-doings and
underworld activities.
Meaning of one '8' in your full name

You are self-suﬃcient and businesslike. You have the ability to
direct, supervise, and control others, and are generally at the head
of groups or organizations and in positions of authority.
Being strong in will, mental qualities, and eﬃciency, you appear
dominant.
Your ambition to attain; leads to independent action and thought,
often colored with a philosophical attitude of mind.
The ability to see both sides of a question, to weigh and balance,
gives you an ability to direct and control others, resulting in
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recognition and positions of authority.
You have a more intense life to live. Even though you are very
capable, you may have to deal with more problems.
You may strain about money or ﬁnances aﬀecting your life.
You have a natural ability to rise to emergencies and to keep control
of situations.
Business training and money evaluation must be cultivated.
Meaning of four 9's in your full name

As Prime Intensiﬁer: Strong creative capability or humanitarian
concerns are likely to be among most obvious strong traits of your
life.
You are helpful, kind, and capable.
You have compassion, tolerance, benevolence, and goodwill towards
other people in your life.
Your life is ﬁlled with too much impressionability, imagination, and
generosity—often to an extreme—with lack of direction and balance
of feeling, thought, and action.
As a result, you have a tendency to follow dreams and impressions
without practical direction or without emotional balance.
Your actual accomplishment may be little, but in the process of
following your dreams and passions you would have added beauty,
warmth, and inspiration to others.
You are not a person to reason with easily, but are often forgiven
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because of the generosity that is in your nature.
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Physical Plane
Peculiarities of Temperament and Apttitudes.

Number 7 on Physical Plane - An intuitional number on the physical
plane is likely to promote activities for humanity and higher cause. You
can do excellent work in any ﬁeld of scientiﬁc endeavor. You can be a
Mathematician, broker, analyst, or a technical worker. You delve into
things. You must not be placed where there are crowds and confusion.
You are not at your best in public positions.
You have an innate sense of reﬁnement, self control, dignity, and
reserve. You may be closed with money. Sometimes you can be rude and
demanding. You are selective in work and friendship. You are not socially
inclined, and not too friendly.
Number 7 on Any Plane - You have specialized skills, and intuitive
knowledge. You work with precision and mathematical endeavor. You can
probe into the reason behind any idea or concept. You do not take
anything at its face value and demand perfection in work and from
others.
You are reserved type and have a silent side to your nature. You keep
things to yourself; yet ask questions and demand answers to your
questions.
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You are charming, witty, and warmhearted. You are selective and have
strong in likes and dislikes. You can seem cold, hard, and distant, seldom
enjoying a crowd, noise, or confusion. You need time to be alone—to
meditate, study, and to think; for in this way you receive some of your
best ideas. You are sometimes the recluse.
You have strong self control. When annoyed you may show temper,
criticism, and sarcasm. There is artistic appreciation in your nature. You
will ﬁnd a right place in life when your ﬁne skills are developed.
You can be thoughtless towards others. Sometimes you are impulsively
generous. Sometimes demanding and with tight purse strings at other
times.
You must overcome the sense of separateness and personal complexes.
Learn to meet life and the world as they are, for own health and
wellbeing.
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Mental Plane
Peculiarities of Temperament and Apttitudes.

Number 5 on Mental Plane - A practical number on mental plane will
shape your mental energies into system and order. You are a Promoter,
Agent, Public Service person. You keep things moving. You are curious
and quick in thought and action. You want to know what is going on. You
can become impatient when compelled to do the same thing over and
over, or if you are not good at it. Avoid the tendency to have more than
one iron in the ﬁre.
Number 5 on Any Plane - You are a knowledge and information seeker.
The perceptions are quick and you like to know what is going on. The
unusual and mysterious attracts you. You like to be in the midst of
exciting conditions and to be there if something is happening. You do not
walk the beaten path for long. If bound too long by the same old
condition, you may change your interests, plans, and intentions.
You have a progressive nature. You make money through your power of
observation and love of public activity. You must avoid diluting your
energies by engaging in too many projects at a time.
A natural salesman, you are able to talk well on any subject, even if not
especially trained as a speaker. You have the intelligence to do brilliant
work. You are good at promoting business and public aﬀairs.
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You desire to do useful work and seek to help others in a friendly way,
but can be possessive. Many a times, you feel that you know what is best
for others or the situation. And you take over their aﬀairs without their
request or consent. It makes the situation diﬃcult for them and causing
many problems.
You are versatile in thought and action. You come across many
experiences in life. That keep you alert when not too impatient, critical,
or contentious.
You often venture in where "angels fear to tread," both to your
advantage and sorrow. You often promote new and untried lines of
business. You can promote civilization when you work from established
undertakings. When restless and keep changing activities you could
become a rolling stone.
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Emotional Plane
Peculiarities of Temperament and Apttitudes.

Number 5 on Emotional Plane - You are a Searcher and Investigator
who wants to know and ﬁnd out what others feel. At heart you are
colorful, interesting, and like variety. You turn away from dullness. You
see everything and do not miss much. You may not meet a crisis well and
need to avoid temper and criticism. You may change emotional interest
without any regret.
Number 5 on Any Plane - You are a knowledge and information seeker.
The perceptions are quick and you like to know what is going on. The
unusual and mysterious attracts you. You like to be in the midst of
exciting conditions and to be there if something is happening. You do not
walk the beaten path for long. If bound too long by the same old
condition, you may change your interests, plans, and intentions.
You have a progressive nature. You make money through your power of
observation and love of public activity. You must avoid diluting your
energies by engaging in too many projects at a time.
A natural salesman, you are able to talk well on any subject, even if not
especially trained as a speaker. You have the intelligence to do brilliant
work. You are good at promoting business and public aﬀairs.
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You desire to do useful work and seek to help others in a friendly way,
but can be possessive. Many a times, you feel that you know what is best
for others or the situation. And you take over their aﬀairs without their
request or consent. It makes the situation diﬃcult for them and causing
many problems.
You are versatile in thought and action. You come across many
experiences in life. That keep you alert when not too impatient, critical,
or contentious.
You often venture in where "angels fear to tread," both to your
advantage and sorrow. You often promote new and untried lines of
business. You can promote civilization when you work from established
undertakings. When restless and keep changing activities you could
become a rolling stone.
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Intuitional Plane
Peculiarities of Temperament and Apttitudes.

Number 6 on Intuitive Plane - You are quite personal about faith and
religion. You can be clergyman, pastor and/or artist. You may put people
on a pedestal and then experience disappointment. Because others do
not live up to your ideals. You do big things in mind and often live in
visions of grandeur rather than actions.
Number 6 on Any Plane - You have an artistic nature. You have a deep
appreciation of beauty, harmony, music, color and the luxurious. You are
a natural teacher, nurse, physician and humanitarian. Service to mankind
is your keynote, in a personal way or in the world of welfare and human
rights.
You are always called upon to serve in some capacity, which you do
willingly. But you will be aware of the service you are giving. And you
expect appreciation, compensation, and recognition for the service
rendered.
You are capable of sacriﬁcing for a cause or ideal. You are warmhearted.
You have high sense of justice, honesty and willingness to ﬁght for the
rights of others.
You can be demanding, even dominant, exacting, and a ﬁrm
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disciplinarian. You insist that others live up to your demands and ways of
thinking and believing. As a result, you often fail to get the love, approval
and appreciation you so desire.
There is a love of the home, family, garden, animals, and comfortable
living. You never outgrow the desire for love, aﬀection and approval,
even in the latter days of life.
You have the talent and business ability to attain the best in the world for
self. You desire to add beauty and loveliness to all endeavors. You
maintain, support, and uphold high standards all times.
Sometimes you lack the feeling of usefulness and appreciation. In such
times you can scatter your forces and live in confusion and resentment.
Many problems come through the aﬀairs of children. Family inheritance
inﬂuences your life.
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Current Cycle
The Probable General Inﬂuence of The Life Path Direction.

This being an integrative period of Life Path it covers that later years of
your life: the closing of the career (sometimes accompanied by the
culmination of the career) and the retirement period, years often devoted
to reﬂection and integration of all that has gone before. The "FEEL" of
this period is heavily dependent on the growth and satisfaction of the
previous period. Lack of development in the previous period may leave a
residue of pain, guilt, or resentment which may strongly aﬀect this time.
This is a time to specialize. Think deeply and contemplate on deeper
questions of life. Study a subject you enjoy in depth. During this period
you may ﬁnd yourself into philosophical ﬁelds, science & technology,
metaphysics or into some branch of research work. You will ﬁnd yourself
deeply interested in occult sciences and study of being.
You have excellent intuition, and a mind that can penetrate beneath the
surface of any subject you commit to. Focus your energies and thoughts.
You will be concerned with inner development and might achieve
spiritual perfection. Meditation, contemplation, and self reﬂection are
means of inner achievement.
You may not be active socially. Develop wisdom. Relationship may seem
burdensome at times, as you desire to spend time alone. The inner life is
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so compelling that you will want to immerse yourself in it. Share your
knowledge by teaching, counseling, or simply talking to others.
Your unexplainable behavior with relations may bring serious problems in
domestic and/or oﬃcial life. Some unexpected happenings and/or
selﬁshness can make life very diﬃcult for normal living and the
continuation of relationships.
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Main Challenge
Your Hidden and Undeveloped Talents
Challenge No: 0

The challenge is essentially an obstacle encountered in the early years of
life, at least, due to the emphasis placed on the negative extreme
of the potential. When no conscious eﬀorts are made to overcome
the obstacles, it may have a substantial adverse impact on your life.
You can achieve this by converting the negative emphasis of the early
years to positive potential.
The challenge represents experiences that are likely to occur frequently
in your life. It shows what to strengthen or modify that you may see a
clear road ahead. However, in the childhood, just about everyone
approaches these situations negatively. By using the willpower, you can
learn how to deal with the same forces in a constructive manner. In that
case, when the situations recur -- instead of representing obstacles, the
situation will provide potential for positive growth and development.
When this is accomplished, the life is brought into the channels of the
power and progress and lack of friends, funds, opportunity and success
become things of past.
This being your 3rd challenge is also considered as your main challenge
as the impact of this challenge begins with your birth and lasts
for life-time. That means, the faster you over-come this challenge; the
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faster your growth will take place.
Do not be discouraged because you have a Cipher Challenge. In many
ways it is a special privilege. A cipher gives you broad opportunity in any
direction you may choose. You can either have 'Everything or Nothing'
depending on your mentality or desire. You have reached a point in your
evolution when you are now ready to be trusted to choose for yourself.
Cipher takes a place of number 9 challenge. It indicates that there is a
warm soul and a universal consciousness back of it. There may be big
experiences to take, but the latent force to meet it is there.
During this entire period, it is as if God is standing next to you; and
waiting to say "Tathastu" (Your wish is my command) to whatever you
ask for. The key to success in such a situation is thinking big and having
a positive attitude before you ask. Use this blessed period to create
a possibility, a future that asks you to be bigger person than you
think you are. Create a future that moves you, touches you and inspires
you. A future that will make a positive impact in your life as well as in the
lives of people around you.
Consciously avoid wasting such a privileged time lazing around and
ignoring your critical responsibilities.
This is a less demanding challenge. Growth is allowed to take place
without any particularly serious obstacle. This does not mean that there
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will be no challenges on your path, but there is no single and consistent
challenge during this period.
You are being challenged to stay faithful and focused on your highest
ideals. There is an opportunity to go deeper within yourself, and discover
the inner being that is you.
Create your own world. When you ﬁll this challenge with love,
compassion and true helpfulness to man-kind, your work and
your undertakings will succeed surprisingly well.
During this period a make your choices based on your Name Number
(Expression) and outstanding talents (Life Path). Read the description of
these two carefully several times.
During this period, you must cultivate a desire to make the world a better
place. A Cipher gives you broad opportunity in any direction you may
choose—it indicates there is a warm soul and a universal consciousness
back of it. There may be big experiences to take, but the latent force to
meet those is there.
You are expected to know where your pitfalls lie. To successfully meet
the 0 challenge you will need a knowledge of all the vibrations—the
Independence of the 1; the Diplomacy of the 2; the Optimism of the 3;
the Application of the 4; the Understanding of the 5; the Adjustment of
the 6; the Wisdom of the 7; the Constructive Power of the 8; the
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Universal Service of the 9.
Eternal Vigilance—in all directions—is the Challenge of the 0. You know
which way to turn; but you must know that you know and then—choose.
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Current Pinnacle
The Road Ahead
Constructive Freedom

Inﬂuences emphasize:
Change-frequent, sudden, unexpected.
Variety-new and diﬀerent friends, work, interests.
Many experiences, interesting adventures, travel.
Freedom--little responsibility.
Uncertain ﬁnances--likely to be plentiful some of the time, scarce at
other times.
May change with little warning.

Congratulations, you have now arrived in the winter of life, so-called
old age. Now is the time to focus on activities for the human and
spiritual welfare of mankind. The present period gives much
opportunity for a successful use of the experiences you have
acquired in the past. This Integrative Phase of life will continue for
the rest of your life.
This period represents freedom and an active life. Any desire to
retire or slow down is not likely to be fulﬁlled for you. The period
calls for an eﬀort on your part to participate in progressive
undertakings and to help others understand their experience.
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Change and variety are likely to continue. Accomplishments and
contentment will be based on your ability to be comfortable with the
ﬂuctuating environment.
Even though living an active life; it is important that you keep a few
roots down. When sudden changes occur or when restlessness
builds up; consciously avoid hasty and impulsive actions.
Now onwards, for the remaining part of your life; it is important to be
sure that all legal undertakings are carefully understood and NOT
entered into hastily as the quarrels and legal aﬀairs can cause
problems and annoyance.
The rest of your life will be colored with activity, public life, and the
unexpected. It is never a settled condition, but gives an interesting
and eventful period of life with freedom to come and go, make
changes, and to be part of what is going on in the world.
On the other hand, depending upon your interpretation of events
you may it a period of restlessness, uncertainty, and constant
change. When taken in the right spirit; the period stands for
progress and advancement, though there may be uncertainty
regarding ﬁnances, yet the money always comes at the right time
and when really needed.
Grab the opportunities for civic interest, legal pursuits, advertising,
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and administrative advancement. For woman, this period may not
be conducive for home or domestic life, as she is led into some kind
of public life from desire or necessity.
14/5 Karmic Debt
You would probably have recognized the ever changing situation
and unexpected occurrences in life. With the maturity that you have
gained in life you could use your FREE WILL to overcome the
challenges posed by 14/5 Karmic debt.
You could learn to adapt to ever changing circumstances and
unexpected occurrences and make the choice of right opportunity
from the many very consciously.
You could learn to control your excessive appetite for physical
stimulation—food, sex, drink, drugs. You may consciously avoid
overindulge in sensual pleasures, such as food and sex.
Remedial Solutions:

You must put the reins on yourself. Following are some of the crucial
steps and actions to be taken to overcoming this Karmic Debt:
Modesty in all aﬀairs
Flexibility and adaptability
Orderliness in your immediate environment is crucial to
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maintaining clarity and focus.

The key to success during this period is Commitment. Consciously
set high goals for self and meticulously follow through actions to
achieve your goals.
Establish mental and emotional stability to avoid being thrown about
by the changing fortunes in the external environment. Daily
meditation for 30-60 minutes in the morning during 'Bramha
Muhurta' — between 4 am - 6 am is a time tested therapy to bring in
calmness and peace of mind. Moreover, it has been proven that
people who wake early in the morning turn out to be more
successful than others.
Be willing to adapt to the unexpected occurrences of life, all the
while maintaining your focus on your goals and dreams. Attitude of
gratitude plays a major role in causing peace and happiness during
this testing period.
Flexibility and adaptability are at the very core of this struggle.
Life will resemble a roller coaster ride, but it will always travel in the
right direction when your heart is set on what is true and good.
Consciously include other people in your daily agenda. When you
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shift the focus from self to people in your life and your actions
revolve around the beneﬁt of people in your life, community and
nation at large, you will achieve super success and great spiritual
development. You will experience life to the fullest.
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Future 2017
Characters Aﬀecting This Year: [I,K,D]
Character I: There is an opportunity to attract wealth and ﬁnancial
protection. Ability to understand the needs of other people opens the
way to success and money. The scope of opportunity is limited only by
your character and desires.
The power to attract help and inﬂuence necessary to get results is always
present. Failure through mistakes or over-optimism can be changed to
fortune and wealth when the creative talents are cultivated and the
intuition awakened. When a consistent eﬀort is made, luck follows and
the desires are attained.
A strong desire to improve the home and environment give opportunity
for use of the imaginative talents and love of the beautiful. A desire for
perfection leads to beautiful creations and work.
Country life is the true environment rather than the crowded city. A
desire to be alone and to get away from confusion and noise brings this
about.
The feelings, emotions and impressions are very strong during this period
and must be controlled consciously. Moods and depths of feeling can lead
to loss of opportunity and scattered forces or to unreliable traits of
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character.
While sensitiveness and impressionability are the guides to success, it
may also lead to a very disturbed life, especially when allowed to control
your attitudes, words, and feelings.
A dominant character in the environment or business activities may
cause unhappiness and lead to sorrow and separations.
Many troubles are brought about by others, often exaggerated in
importance by sensitiveness. Jealousy and resentment result when the
individual responds to others and the environment with uncontrolled
emotion. It is necessary to think and act with more love, tolerance, and
compassion.
There are no limits to the use of the talents, from the very practical to
the heights of music, composition, and drama. Inﬂuence and aﬄuence
ﬂow throughout this period. Keep physically ﬁt.

Events of signiﬁcance.
Often a dramatic time of the life.
A tolerant and sensitive attitude will be helpful.
Possibility of delays.
Strong emotions likely.
Deep feelings, high sensitivity, loving and giving will help in
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ventures.
Emotional confusion, repressed feelings, oversensitivity are likely to
impede development.
A ﬁne balance is necessary but takes eﬀort to maintain.
Nervous tension, worry or moodiness may be diﬃcult to avoid.
Business opportunities.
Often related to humanitarian or philanthropic endeavors.
Attend to matters of health, possibly related to emotional upsets.

Character K: There will be strange experiences, strange friendships,
strange and sudden love aﬀairs. A long trip may be associated with this
or change of home and locality.
You may ﬁnd yourself involved in the aﬀairs of others; a possibility of
being misled due to deep feeling, or cheated due to lack of truth or
honesty on the part of others. Avoid getting caught oﬀ guard due to
headstrong action, nervousness and emotional feeling. There may be
some illness but you will recover.
The outstanding opportunity to advance ﬁnancially and for general
improvements is there when the eﬀorts are wisely directed.

Important spiritual awareness or psychic experience possible.
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Opportunities develop through cooperative eﬀorts.
Partnerships or group activities.
Problems likely if there's lack of cooperation.
Unusual experiences.
Unique friends.
Unusual love aﬀairs.
Emotions may run high and sensitivities may be disturbed.
Interruptions, misunderstandings.
Nervous tension is likely to aﬀect relationships.
Attend to matters of health.

Character D: A period highly beneﬁcial for outside, practical aﬀairs &
with work that cannot be escaped as a basis for future growth indicates
activities concerning property, ﬁnancial aﬀairs, and family needs and
interests. This is a time to build and to place a ﬁrm foundation for the
future. You must get roots down, make the practical changes necessary
or dreamed of. The responsibilities hold you to the undertakings.
Steady application to get concrete results is necessary and must be
worked out during this period. Restlessness and lack of application will
bring loss and regret, even illness.
Many things will come to the surface to be faced and acknowledged. This
can bring problems, surprises and facts that have been overlooked or
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neglected for some time.
Do not avoid or escape the situation which may lead to disagreements,
quarrels, and many family problems. When faced the realities and
corrective actions taken, you will also have a time for pleasure, pleasant
friendships, and family life.
A change of opinion and a new attitude towards life may be
gained—often of a religious nature. There may be trips and much
activity. Make sure all papers, contracts, and agreements are understood
properly before you sign on the dotted lines.

Much work.
Lack of application brings problems.
Practical time, particularly in business matters.
Responsibilities
Need for organization.
Build stable base.
In business and personal life.
Travel
Lowered energy. Attend to matters of health.

Essence
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During this period the aﬀairs of the home, family, children, loved ones,
and all that stand for ideals and emotions of love and marriage are to be
worked for and maintained. Business aﬀairs can be improved and
stabilized and ﬁnancial security be realized. The welfare of mankind,
unselﬁsh thought and action add to the responsibilities and are part of
the ﬁnancial security.
Children and their relationship to the family are of much interest and
importance, but may also be the problem and the discord. A dominant,
possessive, or selﬁsh individual may cause unhappiness.
The responsibilities must be taken with good grace. The reward may
come through inheritance or ﬁnancial gain and through love and
admiration of the opposite sex.
A "care" is present through parents, relatives, doctor bills, expenses, and
money paid out to take care of others.Interest in animals brings
responsibility and pleasure.
When love is not true and only selﬁsh interests are followed; the aﬀairs of
marriage, even separations, may be a problem. Popularity, social life,
recognition, and standing in the community are the rewards of service
and ideals / maintained.
Universal Year
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It is an era of events and it marks:
1. Invention.
2. Exploration.
3. Creative Activity
4. New Ventures
5. Progressive Plans
6. Feats of Daring

Personal Year
Directing Your Aﬀairs

A year of inner growth and intuitive awareness; Material disappointments
may be there.
This year you are waiting, perfecting, reﬂecting and keeping quiet, your
tides are "out". Things may be moving toward you just the same, but the
accumulation is for the future and not for immediate use.
This is another "inner year" similar to the period you experienced four
years back when you spent more time than usual in quiet pursuits and
were interested in the more intellectual phases of living. This is the time
for the ideals to light up whatever you do. Its only concern is with inside
growth; it checks you up on the principles you have been using—in
business or with people.
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If you start at the bottom and see that everything is sound and spotless,
you are likely to be guided into the right moves—externals won't be able
to turn you aside. However, if you don't bother much about it, you are
likely to experience being blocked and limited.
Your attention is likely to be called to many religious and psychic matters
during the year and you may acquire a new type of illumination to pass
on to others.
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Future 2018
Characters Aﬀecting This Year: [I,K,D]
Character I: There is an opportunity to attract wealth and ﬁnancial
protection. Ability to understand the needs of other people opens the
way to success and money. The scope of opportunity is limited only by
your character and desires.
The power to attract help and inﬂuence necessary to get results is always
present. Failure through mistakes or over-optimism can be changed to
fortune and wealth when the creative talents are cultivated and the
intuition awakened. When a consistent eﬀort is made, luck follows and
the desires are attained.
A strong desire to improve the home and environment give opportunity
for use of the imaginative talents and love of the beautiful. A desire for
perfection leads to beautiful creations and work.
Country life is the true environment rather than the crowded city. A
desire to be alone and to get away from confusion and noise brings this
about.
The feelings, emotions and impressions are very strong during this period
and must be controlled consciously. Moods and depths of feeling can lead
to loss of opportunity and scattered forces or to unreliable traits of
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character.
While sensitiveness and impressionability are the guides to success, it
may also lead to a very disturbed life, especially when allowed to control
your attitudes, words, and feelings.
A dominant character in the environment or business activities may
cause unhappiness and lead to sorrow and separations.
Many troubles are brought about by others, often exaggerated in
importance by sensitiveness. Jealousy and resentment result when the
individual responds to others and the environment with uncontrolled
emotion. It is necessary to think and act with more love, tolerance, and
compassion.
There are no limits to the use of the talents, from the very practical to
the heights of music, composition, and drama. Inﬂuence and aﬄuence
ﬂow throughout this period. Keep physically ﬁt.

Events of signiﬁcance.
Often a dramatic time of the life.
A tolerant and sensitive attitude will be helpful.
Possibility of delays.
Strong emotions likely.
Deep feelings, high sensitivity, loving and giving will help in
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ventures.
Emotional confusion, repressed feelings, oversensitivity are likely to
impede development.
A ﬁne balance is necessary but takes eﬀort to maintain.
Nervous tension, worry or moodiness may be diﬃcult to avoid.
Business opportunities.
Often related to humanitarian or philanthropic endeavors.
Attend to matters of health, possibly related to emotional upsets.

Character K: There will be strange experiences, strange friendships,
strange and sudden love aﬀairs. A long trip may be associated with this
or change of home and locality.
You may ﬁnd yourself involved in the aﬀairs of others; a possibility of
being misled due to deep feeling, or cheated due to lack of truth or
honesty on the part of others. Avoid getting caught oﬀ guard due to
headstrong action, nervousness and emotional feeling. There may be
some illness but you will recover.
The outstanding opportunity to advance ﬁnancially and for general
improvements is there when the eﬀorts are wisely directed.

Important spiritual awareness or psychic experience possible.
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Opportunities develop through cooperative eﬀorts.
Partnerships or group activities.
Problems likely if there's lack of cooperation.
Unusual experiences.
Unique friends.
Unusual love aﬀairs.
Emotions may run high and sensitivities may be disturbed.
Interruptions, misunderstandings.
Nervous tension is likely to aﬀect relationships.
Attend to matters of health.

Character D: A period highly beneﬁcial for outside, practical aﬀairs &
with work that cannot be escaped as a basis for future growth indicates
activities concerning property, ﬁnancial aﬀairs, and family needs and
interests. This is a time to build and to place a ﬁrm foundation for the
future. You must get roots down, make the practical changes necessary
or dreamed of. The responsibilities hold you to the undertakings.
Steady application to get concrete results is necessary and must be
worked out during this period. Restlessness and lack of application will
bring loss and regret, even illness.
Many things will come to the surface to be faced and acknowledged. This
can bring problems, surprises and facts that have been overlooked or
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neglected for some time.
Do not avoid or escape the situation which may lead to disagreements,
quarrels, and many family problems. When faced the realities and
corrective actions taken, you will also have a time for pleasure, pleasant
friendships, and family life.
A change of opinion and a new attitude towards life may be
gained—often of a religious nature. There may be trips and much
activity. Make sure all papers, contracts, and agreements are understood
properly before you sign on the dotted lines.

Much work.
Lack of application brings problems.
Practical time, particularly in business matters.
Responsibilities
Need for organization.
Build stable base.
In business and personal life.
Travel
Lowered energy. Attend to matters of health.

Essence
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During this period the aﬀairs of the home, family, children, loved ones,
and all that stand for ideals and emotions of love and marriage are to be
worked for and maintained. Business aﬀairs can be improved and
stabilized and ﬁnancial security be realized. The welfare of mankind,
unselﬁsh thought and action add to the responsibilities and are part of
the ﬁnancial security.
Children and their relationship to the family are of much interest and
importance, but may also be the problem and the discord. A dominant,
possessive, or selﬁsh individual may cause unhappiness.
The responsibilities must be taken with good grace. The reward may
come through inheritance or ﬁnancial gain and through love and
admiration of the opposite sex.
A "care" is present through parents, relatives, doctor bills, expenses, and
money paid out to take care of others.Interest in animals brings
responsibility and pleasure.
When love is not true and only selﬁsh interests are followed; the aﬀairs of
marriage, even separations, may be a problem. Popularity, social life,
recognition, and standing in the community are the rewards of service
and ideals / maintained.
Universal Year
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This year marks:
1. Matters of religion come forward.
2. Psychology springs.
3. Interest towards Spirituality and Occult.
4. Consideration of Inspirational inventions.
5. New dreams on mankind betterment.

Personal Year
Directing Your Aﬀairs

Expand personal ideas of creativity and enjoy life with optimism but with
control.
This year you are active, seeking, expressing and achieving. Things are
moving with and for you. You can see the results of your activities and
may expect responses to your eﬀorts.
This is the year for you to cultivate the society of your old friends and
make new ones. Plan to do a lot of entertaining and accept invitations.
The conditions around you are cheerful and optimistic. Pleasure, travel,
active social life, and entertainment will keep you busy.
The colors for this year to help you "win" are Rose, Ruby, Amber, and
Russet.
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This year you will not be overburdened with responsibilities. You may
take some time oﬀ to enjoy yourself. Avoid scattering your energies and
undertake too many things at a time. Be careful to ﬁnish one thing before
starting another. Be happy, but don't give yourself over to frivolity.
You may hold fast to a purpose and still not be overshadowed by gloom.
Some of the ideas and projects that were started or implemented two
years ago would begin to show some results. Enjoy them. Put your best
foot forward and do everything possible to improve yourself.
There is a "quickening" force operating in your aﬀairs. Make use of the
creative, inspirational, and imaginative ideas and ideals which ﬂood your
heart. Fasten on to the dreams and visions which ﬂash through your
mind from time to time this year. Use of friendship, inspiration and
imagination can mean improved ﬁnances and happier associations.
Do not drift along and want everything without eﬀort. Do not allow
yourself to be disturbed emotionally about what others do. Else, this can
be a wasted and an unhappy year.
When you make a real eﬀort to express and carry out some of these
ideas in a constructive manner, this can be one of the happiest years of
your life.
Friends will be of importance and value. You must try to make new
friends and to join with the old ones, especially those who are attempting
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to do creative and worthwhile things in the world. They will help you and
you will be able to help them if you act in the friendly manner as this
year requires.
During the ﬁrst 5 months, friends may cause you some annoyance or
emotional disturbances. but do not allow this to get under your skin; try
to understand your emotions and the things others do.
Love aﬀairs—own or those of friends and family—show a tendency to
take on color and interest.
Practical results may not be apparent at ﬁrst. They come more deﬁnitely
later in the year and especially next year. Develop the dream or
inspiration, especially that which gives you a fuller self-expression.
This is your optimistic and cheerful year, and you can gain far better
results through being joyful and happy. Consciously avoid worry or
fretting about little things.
When inspired and in good cheer you will attract money, opportunity,
love, travel, pleasure, happiness, and popularity.
Avoid being an extravagant or wasting emotion, energy, or money. Do
try to spread a little sunshine and faith wherever you go.
There is a personal opportunity through words, lectures, and writings
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expressed in a constructive manner. However, don't talk out of turn, as
through talk, gossip, and careless speech, unhappy problems could
develop.
During the early part of the year, make sure of all of your relationships
and associations so as not to get on a detour. Even this creative year
calls for good common sense. Talk your ideas over with others to help
you ﬁnd the way, but do not be talked out of them.
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Future 2019
Characters Aﬀecting This Year: [I,K,I]
Character I: There is an opportunity to attract wealth and ﬁnancial
protection. Ability to understand the needs of other people opens the
way to success and money. The scope of opportunity is limited only by
your character and desires.
The power to attract help and inﬂuence necessary to get results is always
present. Failure through mistakes or over-optimism can be changed to
fortune and wealth when the creative talents are cultivated and the
intuition awakened. When a consistent eﬀort is made, luck follows and
the desires are attained.
A strong desire to improve the home and environment give opportunity
for use of the imaginative talents and love of the beautiful. A desire for
perfection leads to beautiful creations and work.
Country life is the true environment rather than the crowded city. A
desire to be alone and to get away from confusion and noise brings this
about.
The feelings, emotions and impressions are very strong during this period
and must be controlled consciously. Moods and depths of feeling can lead
to loss of opportunity and scattered forces or to unreliable traits of
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character.
While sensitiveness and impressionability are the guides to success, it
may also lead to a very disturbed life, especially when allowed to control
your attitudes, words, and feelings.
A dominant character in the environment or business activities may
cause unhappiness and lead to sorrow and separations.
Many troubles are brought about by others, often exaggerated in
importance by sensitiveness. Jealousy and resentment result when the
individual responds to others and the environment with uncontrolled
emotion. It is necessary to think and act with more love, tolerance, and
compassion.
There are no limits to the use of the talents, from the very practical to
the heights of music, composition, and drama. Inﬂuence and aﬄuence
ﬂow throughout this period. Keep physically ﬁt.

Events of signiﬁcance.
Often a dramatic time of the life.
A tolerant and sensitive attitude will be helpful.
Possibility of delays.
Strong emotions likely.
Deep feelings, high sensitivity, loving and giving will help in
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ventures.
Emotional confusion, repressed feelings, oversensitivity are likely to
impede development.
A ﬁne balance is necessary but takes eﬀort to maintain.
Nervous tension, worry or moodiness may be diﬃcult to avoid.
Business opportunities.
Often related to humanitarian or philanthropic endeavors.
Attend to matters of health, possibly related to emotional upsets.

Character K: There will be strange experiences, strange friendships,
strange and sudden love aﬀairs. A long trip may be associated with this
or change of home and locality.
You may ﬁnd yourself involved in the aﬀairs of others; a possibility of
being misled due to deep feeling, or cheated due to lack of truth or
honesty on the part of others. Avoid getting caught oﬀ guard due to
headstrong action, nervousness and emotional feeling. There may be
some illness but you will recover.
The outstanding opportunity to advance ﬁnancially and for general
improvements is there when the eﬀorts are wisely directed.

Important spiritual awareness or psychic experience possible.
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Opportunities develop through cooperative eﬀorts.
Partnerships or group activities.
Problems likely if there's lack of cooperation.
Unusual experiences.
Unique friends.
Unusual love aﬀairs.
Emotions may run high and sensitivities may be disturbed.
Interruptions, misunderstandings.
Nervous tension is likely to aﬀect relationships.
Attend to matters of health.

The Combination, I-I :
Conﬂicts and problems stemming from strong emotions and high
sensitivity. There will be considerable delays and uncomfortable endings.
Essence
This is a period of growth during which partnerships, associations, and
the aﬀairs of others bring opportunity for you. There is much help
through others, social activity, trips, pleasure and popularity. However
make sure that you don’t make hasty choices. There is little to be gained
through avoiding the help others can give. The situation demands
cooperation and peaceful coexistence with those met in business and
domestic aﬀairs. In fact, Cooperation is the keynote to success.
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Many little things are to be taken care of and to be well done. A good
disposition is part of the progress of the period. A feeling of subordination should be avoided.
There is no real hurry. Delays only mean more time is needed for growth
and worthwhile, lasting accomplishment.
Universal Year
This year is a boon for sports and entertainment. It marks:
1. Expression and activity on the lighter side.
2. Expansion of theatres and places of amusement.
3. Expenditure of money and eﬀort in all directions.
4. Restlessness.
5. Scattering of Forces – to the point of recklessness.
6. Demand for pleasure and luxury.

Personal Year
Directing Your Aﬀairs

Work hard, consolidate the details and lay the foundation for future
rewards
This year things may be moving toward you just the same. But the
accumulation is for the future and not for immediate use. You must wait,
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perfect, reﬂect and keep quiet.
This is a year to work. Avoid too much loaﬁng and being too easy on
yourself. Else you will suﬀer in health and won't get much satisfaction out
of your leisure. In these 12 months, you must dig, prepare, cultivate and
build if you want to have a real vacation next year. The plans and
inspiration of last year must now be put into more concrete form.
Colors to help you "win" this year are Blue, Green, Emerald, Silver, and
Coﬀee
Test everything for practicality and stability. Square up past mistakes
and ﬁgure out how to avoid new ones. Work out the details of that
project you have been turning over in your mind. Strengthen your weak
places.

Put

your

aﬀairs

in

perfect

order.

Look

well

to

your

health—especially in matters of diet. Be sane and rational in all things.
KEEP BUSY.
During this year, you are likely to have very little time for personal
pleasure. Circumstances from time to time will force you to look at things
from a material point of view. You must "stay on the job" whether you
want to or not. By December end, you will deﬁnitely feel considerable
satisfaction in your accomplishments.
You must manage well, face the facts and get down to business as the
year requires. You can lay a foundation for security and lasting conditions
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in the future. Order, system, organization, management and application
are important. In business, property, agreements, or legal matters,
attend to details with patience and honesty.
Health and ﬁnancial matters of family, place the responsibility upon your
shoulders. Attend to these things with love, and attempt to get orderly
results this year. Then you may have the freedom and fuller life which
next year promises.
This is a right time for building homes and property. It is also an suitable
for doing things which give a practical foundation for the future.
This is a splendid time for you to make the eﬀort to put your ideas into
concrete form. However you must be thrifty, careful, economical, and
eﬃcient in doing this. There is little to be gained through trusting to luck
this year.
At times ﬁnances may seem practical and slow, or expenses high. But
through good common sense, you can meet all requirements and come
out ahead.
Avoid being careless or evading the responsibility and work—you may
regret it later. More than that; you could ﬁnd the burden still present
when next year comes.
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Future 2020
Characters Aﬀecting This Year: [I,I,I]
Character I: There is an opportunity to attract wealth and ﬁnancial
protection. Ability to understand the needs of other people opens the
way to success and money. The scope of opportunity is limited only by
your character and desires.
The power to attract help and inﬂuence necessary to get results is always
present. Failure through mistakes or over-optimism can be changed to
fortune and wealth when the creative talents are cultivated and the
intuition awakened. When a consistent eﬀort is made, luck follows and
the desires are attained.
A strong desire to improve the home and environment give opportunity
for use of the imaginative talents and love of the beautiful. A desire for
perfection leads to beautiful creations and work.
Country life is the true environment rather than the crowded city. A
desire to be alone and to get away from confusion and noise brings this
about.
The feelings, emotions and impressions are very strong during this period
and must be controlled consciously. Moods and depths of feeling can lead
to loss of opportunity and scattered forces or to unreliable traits of
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character.
While sensitiveness and impressionability are the guides to success, it
may also lead to a very disturbed life, especially when allowed to control
your attitudes, words, and feelings.
A dominant character in the environment or business activities may
cause unhappiness and lead to sorrow and separations.
Many troubles are brought about by others, often exaggerated in
importance by sensitiveness. Jealousy and resentment result when the
individual responds to others and the environment with uncontrolled
emotion. It is necessary to think and act with more love, tolerance, and
compassion.
There are no limits to the use of the talents, from the very practical to
the heights of music, composition, and drama. Inﬂuence and aﬄuence
ﬂow throughout this period. Keep physically ﬁt.

Events of signiﬁcance.
Often a dramatic time of the life.
A tolerant and sensitive attitude will be helpful.
Possibility of delays.
Strong emotions likely.
Deep feelings, high sensitivity, loving and giving will help in
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ventures.
Emotional confusion, repressed feelings, oversensitivity are likely to
impede development.
A ﬁne balance is necessary but takes eﬀort to maintain.
Nervous tension, worry or moodiness may be diﬃcult to avoid.
Business opportunities.
Often related to humanitarian or philanthropic endeavors.
Attend to matters of health, possibly related to emotional upsets.

The Combination, I-I :
Conﬂicts and problems stemming from strong emotions and high
sensitivity. There will be considerable delays and uncomfortable endings.
Essence
Many kinds of experiences will take place during this period and life will
resemble an open book to enjoy and study.
An unlimited opportunity is present to reach out for a wide scope of
activity along any line of endeavor—business, professions, art, drama,
music, and religion. When the welfare of mankind is considered, you will
ﬁnd an unlimited scope for really big business during this period. Money
and the best things in life can be made and retained. Even with loss of
money, more can be gained.
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This is an important period and it brings many blessings in
disguise—demanding a broad, compassionate, and tolerant attitude of
mind.
A loss may be experienced. People or even loved ones may go out of the
life, as they are no longer a part of the future or the pathway ahead. This
must not be taken as a sorrow of long duration; instead make an eﬀort to
turn it into the ways and means for a more useful life. It is necessary to
let go of an old condition to clear the way for a freer and more useful life.
Some phase of the life during this period may be disappointing; ﬁlled with
deep feeling and drama; and the period may not be truly happy. Yet
there are assets and privileges to be taken advantage of.
There may be many emotional experiences through romance and love
aﬀairs. These can be interesting but, also disturbing if love is personal
and clinging. Love aﬀairs for personal vanity break up easily. Even deep
and lasting love may have to be given up to learn the lesson of
understanding and that true love simply loves; it does not seek to hold or
limit.
However, when there is lack of honesty legal matters and lawsuits may
enter in your life. Others may try to take what is not rightfully theirs.
Quarrels gain very little and lawsuits can be long drawn out. As long as
the purpose is right and the good of all concerned, you will be the
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Winner.
Universal Year
This year marks:
1. Things hit below the level.
2. Focus on essentials.
3. Recovery.
4. Progress in education and manufacturing.

Personal Year
Directing Your Aﬀairs

Obstacles are removed; new opportunities bring important
changes—time to start in new directions
This year you are active, seeking, expressing and achieving. Things are
moving with and for you. You can see the results of your activities and
may expect responses to your eﬀorts.
This is a year of progress and freedom to go where you please. Make
sure that you go somewhere. You will discover new opportunity outside
the ordinary routine. Let go of many old things and make room for new
ones. Welcome new situations, places and people.
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The colors this year to help you "win" are Pink, Cherry, Wisteria, and
Claret.
Do a lot of advertising. If you have a business of your own, present it with
a new angle. Don't let the prevailing atmosphere of change and variety
make you restless. Instead take advantage of it to learn something new.
Avoid scattering yourself and burn up your energies. Let your
adaptability keep the balance between concentration and explosion. Do a
variety of things and make sure that each one of those is of use to you.
GET OUT OF THE RUT.
Changing conditions and eventful happenings will add new life and color
to your undertakings. It will force you into step with progress. The
change, freedom from routine, and unexpectedness should be agreeable
to you.
There is an element of uncertainty running through the year. You may
experience a feeling of being unsettled from time to time. Yet the year
aﬀords you a splendid opportunity for advancement and progress.
Keep alert to what is going on in the world, and an open mind. Then you
will ﬁnd you are able to renew all your aﬀairs. clearing up old conditions
for more personal freedom and personal advancement.
This year, you have a right to a fuller life than during the past four years.
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Without change there is no growth. But to "live" does not mean to sow
wild oats (e.g. having sex with many partners). Instead, plan a deﬁnite
goal for advancement. Be resourceful enough to make the adjustments
which are necessary for improvement.
You may feel restless, impatient with things which move along slowly.
You may experience resentment towards those who hold you down or
bind you. Avoid taking in hurried actions for haste makes waste. It could
lead to deep regret later on in the cycle of life you are now passing
through.
Think win-win. All changes should be to the advantage of others as well
as yourself, if you wish to get the best out of the year. Make every eﬀort
to open a channel for progress. Avoid quarreling or burning your bridges
behind you. Do not jump impulsively from the frying pan into the ﬁre.
Break up some of the old routine and turn many of the details over to
others but with wisdom and discretion. The eventfulness, excitable
conditions, and your own inner unrest can make the year active.
The changes, new contacts, and new opportunities may confuse you.
Accept them all in the spirit of progress and advancement. Live up to the
"push" which life is exerting upon you. Get fun out of meeting conditions.
Show versatility of thought and resourcefulness in action. Travel, move,
or at least do something to freshen up.
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Birthday Tendencies
Expression, Joy of Living

You are naturally good with words—writing, speaking, and singing. You
can work well alone as well as with others. You have an original approach
towards life and have an artistic, creative, and good imagination. You can
express joy of living.
You are energetic, enthusiastic, optimistic, cheerful, friendly, sociable
and a good conversationalist. You have a good mind. You are practical,
rational, very aﬀectionate and loving person. Being very sensitive, much
feeling may cause occasional rapid ups and downs.
Being born on the twelfth day makes you most fortunate and very futureconscious. You have magnetism and charisma and you like to get ahead
in the world. You want to do something great with your life so you are
remembered by posterity. You get help and cooperation from friends and
those in authority, and become successful people who started from
nothing.
At the beginning of your career, which you start quite early in life, you
have to struggle a lot. This struggle, however, is very beneﬁcial for your
growth and development and makes you shine.
You may repress feelings in business. Sometimes you may get involved
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with trivial or superﬁcial matters and scatter energy. You have many
interests. You are good at broad strokes as well as with details.
Jupiter is your ruling planet. This makes you a teacher of
righteousness, justice, and self-illumination. As Gurus mirror the life of
their students, being true preceptors and helpers, you too help in the
progress and expansion of consciousness of whatever you touch.
Characteristics of courage, boldness, power, hard work, energy,
knowledge, and speech are seen in you. Jupiter makes you very
ambitious, active, bold, cooperative, dependable, disciplined,
independent, initiator, hard working, popular, self-conﬁdent, and pure in
behaviour. You believe in simple living and high thinking.
Jupiter rules over the liver, and the region from the waist to the thighs
the areas of the body in which you are most likely to experience trouble.
You do not like to be subordinates, nor do you like minor jobs. You think
about big projects and try to create jobs for yourself in which you are
your own boss.
You are scientists of life. You spend your energy ﬁnding practical
solutions for making life more colourful, more joyful, and more enjoyable.
You are very conscious of your responsibility in this area.
With your keen sense of observation and logic, you struggle with an open
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mind and acquire a good understanding about life. Because you are well
versed in the art of conversation and can express yourself clearly, you
are good advisors, teachers, orators, and writers.
You are ﬂexible in your ideas and freely adopt what is beneﬁcial from all
religious practices. Although you do not commit yourself to any
conventional religion, you are religious at heart. You believe in the truth,
its practical application, and its beautiful expression in life.
You love success and wish to be successful in everything you do. You
also like to be appreciated every step of the way. Like number 1 people,
you need a lot of attention, and for that you learn many tricks, such as
the art of conversation, expressing yourself through gestures and
postures, and making jokes and puns.
You are hard working throughout your life and keep yourself busy with
something or other all the time. Even if you feel compelled to rest, you
are restless and just cannot relax. You can catnap between jobs; that's
why you can work on many projects simultaneously. When one task
becomes tiresome, you switch to another. In this way, you do many
things and earn through many sources. You are extremely conscious in
carrying out your duties and believe in performing them as your yoga.
You believe that "Devotion to duty is divine."
You are successful in the execution of any job you undertake and usually
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ﬁnish what you start. This gives you self-conﬁdence, which is the
keyword of your life.
You are true to your word and honour your commitments. This makes
you dependable. You love order and discipline. You obey the orders of
those whom you respect and think to be your superiors. You wish that
those younger and subordinate to you do likewise. This sometimes
creates problems, because you become dictatorial and tyrannical at
home with your dependents.
You are strongly built, healthy, and full of stamina. You make friends
easily and have a wide circle of acquaintances. You are fortunate in that
you receive love, aﬀection, help, and guidance from elderly people,
relatives, and those well-placed in society.
You are always optimistic, creative, cheerful, inspiring, and full of humor.
Sometimes you create problems for yourself by making fun of people
who do not appreciate your humor. These people easily become your
critics and enemies. Your short-tempered and outspoken behaviour often
oﬀends people and slowly you develop a circle of critics (much smaller
than your circle of friends and admirers). Nevertheless, you manage to
keep a smile and do not concern yourself with your opponents.
You are always surrounded by members of the opposite sex. A weakness
for sex is one of your problems. However, you are selective and engage
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in reﬁned relationships that are beneﬁcial to you.
You may have physical relationships with mates who are born on 1, 10,
19, 28, 3, 12, 21, 30, 6, 15, 24, 9, 18, or 27 even if you do not bind
yourself in matrimonial ties. But generally, you are chaste and pure. You
honour your marital vows and are loyal to your partners, even though
you do not respect them and sometimes misbehave with them.
You love your kith and kin and are strongly attached to family; you bear
with pleasure the hardships required of you to meet family obligations.
You are loyal and devoted to your parents. You sacriﬁce your personal
comforts to keep an atmosphere of love and harmony in your family.
Even if there are deﬁciencies in your partners, you stand by their side to
help you. Your life partners are usually attractive, chaste, loyal, and give
you their full support.
You are universal helpers and help all, even your enemies, but only when
asked. You are devoted to all good causes and oﬀer your help
immediately, without bargaining.
You are fond of, and beneﬁt from, travelling. You are privileged to meet
celebrities of your time from many ﬁelds. You love to ride horses.
Your main weaknesses are over-ambitiousness, excessive optimism, and
extravagance; you exaggerate the truth and are short tempered,
uncontrollably dictatorial, jealous, and prideful.
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You must consciously...
Stay away from unnecessary discussions.
Avoid the company of low people.
Try to control your tempers and eat and drink in silver pots.
Spend money carefully. Money comes to you easily and from many
sources, but it also goes out easily for objects of decoration and
comforts, which creates a ﬁnancial imbalance. Save money for your
future.
Shun overeating and the use of fats and hot spices. Jupiter, the Lord
of number 3 people, rules over the liver. Since you work with the
energy of liver, you should avoid foods that are hard on it. A
damaged liver is unable to metabolize proteins properly and break
down the amino acids produced in the body from eating animalbased foods. Avoid red meat, such as beef and bison. As well, you
should eliminate or limit the eggs and dairy products you eat.
Drinking, smoking, and many sex partners can damage liver quickly.
High-Sodium Foods
Salt contains sodium, which is not processed completely by a
damaged liver. Canned foods, including soups, meats or vegetables,
are high in salt and sugar, which cause abdominal swelling and ﬂuid
retention.
Use garlic, pepper or spices to ﬂavor foods instead of salt.
Avoid sugary foods such as candy, ice cream and cake and salty
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foods like potato chips, which are simple carbohydrates with high
levels of sugar and sodium, respectively.
Eat foods with natural sugars and ﬁbrous carbs, such as
strawberries, oranges or apples, to avoid unhealthy levels of sugar
and sodium in your liver.
Chronic alcoholism contributes to the onset of liver damage because
it inhibits proper absorption of nutrients, forcing the liver to become
toxic. Avoid drinking beer, wine or champagne as well as any form of
liquor and even cough syrup.
Regular use of fenugreek seeds, anise seeds, coconut powder,
almonds, black pepper, and honey with a pinch of saﬀron can be
helpful.
Include milk, cheese and yogurt. Protein is important in overall
nutrition, so opt for lean meats from poultry and non-meat protein
sources such as beans and nuts. You may also consider trying plantbased products such as soy milk.
Eat Generous Amounts of Liver-Supporting Vegetables, Herbs &
Spices: garlic, onions, broccoli, cabbage, cauliﬂower, collard greens,
kale & brussel sprouts. And when you eat them, be sure to slather
them in traditional fats to make their nutrients even more
accessible. Also, feel free to drink tinctures or teas with milk thistle,
or cook with tumeric and cinnamon.
Foods that cleanse the Liver: Garlic, Grapefruit, Beets and Carrots,
Green Tea, Leafy Green Vegetables such as bitter gourd, arugula,
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dandelion greens, spinach, mustard greens, and chicory, Avocados,
Apples, Olive Oil, Alternative Grains like quinoa, millet, and
buckwheat, broccoli, cauliﬂower, Cabbage, Lemons, Walnuts and
Turmeric
Avoid being proud, overly optimistic, ambitious and boasting about
your achievements. Stop losing heart with little failures and be
patient.
Learn to respect your life partner—control your anger, passions and
sensuality. Control your dictatorial attitudes at home and allow other
members of the family their freedom.
Massage yourself regularly with oil, to prevent skin troubles. Also
avoid acid and gas-producing foods. Eat only when you are hungry.
Earn money by proper and legal means only.
Undertake journeys when you feel that the time is unfavourable
where you are.
Learn to say no because your habit of saying yes to everything
creates problems. Those who depend on you start expecting things
and because yes means nothing to you, this causes disappointment.
Learn to relax and avoid taking on more work and responsibilities
than you can handle, which causes you stress.
Weak Periods: The months of October and November are unfavourable.
During this period, you should avoid starting new projects or undertaking
long journeys.
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Strong Periods: The periods between February 19 till March 20 and
November 21 till December 20 are the most favourable. All new projects
should be started during these times. Travel during these periods brings
long lasting beneﬁts.
Good Dates and Days: Days 3, 12, 21, and 30 of any month are good;
days 6, 9, 15, 18, 24, and 27 are also favourable. Thursday is the best
day for you as it is ruled by Jupiter. It is a day of good news and gains.
Additionally, Mondays and Wednesdays are also good for ﬁnancial gain.
Favourable Colours: Yellow is the most favourable colour for you. In
your environments, work and relaxation, you should use yellow curtains,
pillow covers, and bed sheets. A yellow handkerchief is also very helpful
for removing stress. Other colours that you could use are pink, blue, and
light purple.
Precious Stones: Yellow sapphire and yellow topazes (3 carats
minimum weight) are your gems. These gems should be bought and
given to the jeweller on a Thursday; a ring or pendant in gold with an
open-back setting should also be made by the jeweller on a Thursday.
The ring or pendant should be picked up from the jeweller on a Thursday,
and worn after the proper rituals have been performed.
The foreﬁnger of the right hand, the Jupiter ﬁnger, is best suited for the
ring; the pendant could be worn around the neck with a chain or yellow
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string.
Puja Ritual for wearing yellow sapphire ring must be performed on
Thursday during the guru hora, i.e. 6-7am or l-2pm.
You will need yellow cloth, Bengal gram, sandal, Kumkum, marigold
ﬂowers, Kheer made of jaggery and moong dal.
Spread the yellow cloth before God and put grams on it.
Apply Kumkum and sandal on the ring and place it on the dal.
Take marigold ﬂowers and recite Lalita Sahasranama.
Take the gram and recite guru mantra for 108 times.
Oﬀer Kheer and donate gram after wearing the ring.
Guru Mantra
Vrishabha Dwajaaya Vidhmahe, Gruni Hasthaaya Dheemahi, Tanno
Guruh Prachodayath
Take yellow sapphire powder to help your bodies heal
electrochemically.
Meditation, Deity and Mantra Jap: Meditate on Vishnu. Repeat the
following mantra 19,000 times within the ascending cycle of the moon.
Aum Brim Brahaspataye Namah
Yantra for Jupiter:
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Health and Diseases: You are susceptible to the following problems
related to wind or air (vata dosha):
Frail nerves. According to Ayurveda, the nervous system is related
to the humor of wind, the air element. Nerve function is related to
the principle of activity and movement; the humor of wind is the
only active principle out of the three body humors (bile and mucus
are immobile). A massage with oil containing fenugreek seeds that
have been cooked in a little vinegar can be very helpful for this
condition. Sesame oil produces the greatest beneﬁt.
Skin problems. As a result of disturbance in the humor of wind
(vayu), the body feels dry. This dryness creates skin problems of all
kind.
The use of garlic, ginger, asafoetida, and fenugreek seeds in food,
and the avoidance of indigestion, acidity, and constipation can help
calm the aggravated humor of wind. However, the excess use of
garlic, ginger, and asafoetida can also cause dryness.
The use of gram ﬂour (chickpea ﬂour) in bread, and the ingestion of
carrots or carrot juice, can help cure skin diseases.
Worrying and uneasiness of mind. Meditation, breathing
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exercises, deep and slow breathing, morning and evening walks
along the side of a ﬂowing river, reading scriptures, chanting the
mantra, and the singing hymns, bhajans, can help.
Increase in sexual urge, lethargy of private organ. By
maintaining a healthy diet (not too oily or greasy), by regular use of
date-milk (a mixture of milk and mashed dates that has been boiled
and topped with a pinch of saﬀron), and by oil massage, the lethargy
of the male organ can be helped.
To balance the sexual urge, you could divert your attention to some
other interesting subject. This subject can be partially related to sex,
but it should bring the energy into the higher chakras. Sexual energy
can be diverted and channelled in other directions so as to function
as a creative force.
Arthritis. This is another disease created by the aggravated humor
of wind. A controlled, gas-free diet, along with regular massage done
with Mahanarayan oil or Wintergreen oil (to which eucalyptus oil and
mint oils have been mixed in equal proportions) can help.
Also, swallowing small, round balls of beeswax (the size of a
garbanzo bean) for forty consecutive days at the beginning of the
winter season is very beneﬁcial.
Impurity of the blood. Fasting on herbal tea and blood-purifying
fruit juices can help this problem. A change in diet to vegetarianism,
use of alkaline foods, Use of sprouts, regular morning walks,
breathing exercises, and meditation can also cure impurities of the
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blood.
Heart troubles. Wearing Rudraksha beads in the form of a
necklace or armband can help the heart. Also eating rose petal
jam—known as Gulkand, ingesting powdered pearls mixed with
cream or honey (and mixed with the ring ﬁnger), and avoiding fat
and hot spicy food can help the heart. Puriﬁcation of the abdominal
tract, lungs, and chest cavity can be good; breathing exercises,
vegetarian diets, alkaline foods, meditation, and listening to relaxing
music can help also.
Diabetes. The use of fenugreek seeds (both as tea and as a spice in
all foods), breathing exercises, morning walks, gem remedies, and a
change in food and daily life habits can all help this condition.
Poisoning, Heat, Eruptions, Jaundice, and Paralysis. These are
other ailments for which number you must take precautions after
you pass thirty-ﬁve. Frequent use of yellow sapphire powder
protects you from many diseases. This powder should be mixed in a
teaspoon of honey or cream with the ring ﬁnger of the right hand
and taken orally with the same ﬁnger.
Fasting: You must observe fast on Thursdays. Oﬀer homage to Jupiter;
abstain from eating bananas; abstain from doing laundry, shaving, using
cumin seeds, and using oil for massage and in foods (ghee and butter
can be used in foods).
Additionally when you chose to fast on the full moon day and observe a
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complete silence, and at night rather than sleep you chant "Vishnu
Sahastranam" and meditate, you can receive good luck and the
satisfaction of all desires during these 24 hours. Hindus can also combine
this with worship of "Shri Satya Narayan" and listen to the "Katha of Shri
Satya Narayan".
Friendship: Men and women born on day 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24,
or 27 of any month make suitable friends. Men and women born on day
5, 14, 23 and 7, 16 & 24 are also friendly toward you.
Romance: Men or women born during February 19 till March 21 or
during November 21 till December 21, on dates 3, 12, 21, 30, 5, 14, 23,
9, 18, or 27 are perfect for romance and marriage. Optionally, you can
choose women born on 2, 11, or 20 and women could choose men born
on 1, 10, 19, 28, 6, 15, 24.
Good Years in Life: The 3rd, 12th, 21st, 30th, 33rd, 36th, 48th, 57th,
66th, and 75th are good years. Any other year divisible by three can also
be beneﬁcial.
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Thank you for trusting my wisdom. I wish you Super Success, Health,
Wealth, Joy and Happiness in this life time. Please feel free to call me
any time if you need a clariﬁcation on this report.

Govind Valmikki Shandilya

Share with your Friends if you agree
If you like this analysis, feel free to share about my services with your
friends, colleagues, family members, clients and people that you really
care about. They will appreciate knowing that you care about them. Tell
them where they too, can get a good Numerology Analysis and
Remedies for their life's pressing problems.
www.mybirthsecrets.com | www.facebook.com/mybirthsecrets |
www.linkedin.com/in/govindvalmikki

mybirthsecrets@gmail.com

govindvalmikki@gmail.com
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Other Consulting Services
Baby name consulting as per Numerology
Name Analysis, Corrections, and other Remedies
Spouse Compatibility Report
Business Name Numerology Consulting
Business Partner Compatibility Consulting
Feng Shui Business Card Design for Prosperity
Energy Circles for "Perfect Living" (Get what you desire!)
Chakra Healing.
Creating Money & Attracting Abundance Workshop
Ultra-intensive 2-days Workshop for Numerology

Disclaimer: This document contains interpretations based on the Full Name and DOB given by you. It
is up to you to judge the usefulness and accuracy of this reading and interpretation for yourself. Do not
make major life decisions or changes without diligent consultation with recognized and appropriate
professionals/consultants. The information in this document is for amusement and entertainment
purpose only.
By using any part of this report, the products and services of this website and aﬃliated sites, you give
consent that you are doing so of your own free will. And you will not hold www.mybirthsecrets.com or
its owner/representatives responsible for the use of said products and services.
There are no guarantees that every person using this service will get their desired results for sure.
Numerology results depend on a lot of factors and the results may vary from person to person.

